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Artist: Various Artists
Title: Chillax Vol. 1-5
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Chillout/Electronica
UPC: N/A
Cat No: BPP4222 - BPP4226
Distribution: Global

Artist: Bandsman
Title: Autumn Prelude
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Jazz/Soul
UPC:
Cat No: BPP4041
Distribution: Global

Artist: Mr. Tac
Title: Chemically In*balanced
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Rap/R&B
UPC:
Cat No: BPP2957
Distribution: Global

About this release:
You will experience a taste of diverse 
flavours from around the world as you 
unwind your body, mind and soul to 
Volumes 1-5. Great for letting loose after 
work or a lazy weekend lounging around, 
it will release any tension and take all 
your cares away, leaving you feeling 
relaxed and rejuvenated.Feel the unique 
electronic mixes of world artists such as 
“Alex Avenue” and “Electric 9” or smooth 
sounds from Italian musician “Claudio 
Collino” plus many more.

About this release:
Bandsman’s new album Autumn 
Prelude has the perfect sound to set 
the mood for a cool or rainy autumn 
afternoon. You will be left feeling 
uplifted and refreshed with the soulful 
sounds of Bandsman. Composed with 
a strikingly jazzy guitar, it will make 
you feel the groove of their music. 
Don’t be glum and do yourself a 
favour- purchase this album now.

About this release:
'Chemically In*balanced' is a new 
album for Mr. Tac. Mr. Tac or 
'Chocolate' as most people like to call 
him, will take you on a journey 
through his hood. Originating from the 
Bronx, Mr. Tac showcases his 
versatility through his lyrics using a 
mix of rap/hip hop beats that bring 
something unique and original to the 
world of hip-hop and will have you 
bopping instantly.Everybody loves a 
little bit of chocolate!
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Artist: Various Artists
Title: The Elements of Urban
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Urban
UPC: N/A
Cat No: BPP4248
Distribution: Global

Artist: Cath Fergusson
Title: Take
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Alternative
UPC: 881034755506
Cat No: BPP4259
Distribution: Global

Artist: Bill Deiz
Title: The Nashville Tracks
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Country/Blues
UPC: 881034755513
Cat No: BPP4179
Distribution: Global

About this release:
The Elements of Urban series are back 
to provide more of a wide range of 
smooth, sexy, soulful RnB and hip hop 
flavours for any urban music fan. 
Anthony Que and Faze Alone throw in 
some reggae sounds whilst De Indis-
pensables energizes his songs with some 
unique rap beats. Meanwhile Aren B and 
Blackface show off some slow jams.A 
must have for your urban collection. It 
will definitely get you on the dance floor.

About this release:
Local Brisbane based songwriter 
Cath Fergusson has released her 
new single “Take”. Cath displays her 
emotions in a pure sweet voice as 
she strums the guitar, and tells her 
story. This track has a lovely, mellow 
indie-pop sound. No doubt we will 
be hearing a lot more from this up 
and coming singer soon.

About this release:
Keep rocking and rolling with Bill 
Deiz's newest release 'The Nashville 
Tracks'In The Nashville Tracks, Billy 
Ray serves up a fusion of rock’n roll, 
country, blues and even a bit of folk. 
The album is joyous, upbeat and 
doesn’t fail to entertain the whole 
way through. Join Billy’s roller 
coaster ride and embrace the 
journey!
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Artist: Rob Byron
Title: Never Ending River
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Folk
UPC: 881034755537
Cat No: BPP4373
Distribution: Global

Artist: Damn Glad
Title: That’s That
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Pop/Rock
UPC: 881034756060
Cat No: BPP4263
Distribution: Global

Artist: Steven Graves
Title: Make A New World
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Country
UPC: 881034756084
Cat No: BPP4265
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Swim down the “Never Ending River”Rob 
Byron is a contemporary folk singer that 
takes inspiration from nature and the 
world around us to express the beautiful 
emotions in his songs.The album speaks of 
life's journeys, and of the “never ending 
river” taking us through different paths 
which sometimes leads to a fork in which 
we must decide which path to take. Join 
Rob as he takes you on his magical 
journey through interpreting the world we 
live in through his music.

About this release:
Damn Glad have released their debut 
album “That’s That” and they want to 
rock with you! Filled with clean 
modern pop-rock sounds, this album 
will appeal to almost anyone that 
enjoys quality music. The band 
brings personality and great grooves 
to each of their songs. These 
talented guys will have you hooked 
and have you humming and tapping 
along from the album’s start to finish.

About this release:
Steven Graves wants you to “Make a 
new world” on his debut album. 
Steven lyrically expresses the ‘new 
world’ he wants us to create. His 
outlook is positive through his upbeat 
rhythms, mashing up reggae, country 
and blues. He describes his desire for 
a peaceful world, where war does not 
exist and where we can be ourselves 
and love one another. Listening to 
“Make a new world” will inspire you to 
make a difference.
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Artist: Damn Glad
Title: Not for Nothing
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Pop/Rock
UPC: 881034756091
Cat No: BPP4266
Distribution: Global

Artist: Michael Van De Bossche
Title: Better Late Than Never
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Jazz
UPC: 881034756145
Cat No: BPP4262
Distribution: Global

Artist: Various Artists
Title: Hurricane Healing
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Pop/Rock
UPC: N/A
Cat No: BPP2519
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Damn Glad releases a follow up to 
their debut album “Not for Nothing”. 
The new pop-rock album shows the 
band's growth as a group with power-
ful vocals and great energy. Damn 
Glad have definitely proven themselves 
with their inspiring songs, personality 
and an attitude that rocks!

About this release:
Michael Van De Bossche joins us on 
his mellow new album “Better late 
than never”.Michael displays his 
mature side in his music through a 
fusion of soft rock, jazz and blues. 
With soulful backup singers and 
using a wide range of instruments 
you will enjoy the retro sounds of 
this album.

About this release:
Various artists have united for the very 
successful Hurricane Healing series. Hurricane 
Healing compilation albums allow music fans 
to support and make a difference to those 
unfortunate enough to have been affected by 
natural disasters, in particular hurricanes all 
around the world. You will hear contributions 
from a wide array of artists who send out 
messages of hope, strength and staying 
positive. Open up your heart and purchase 
Hurricane Healing’s rock n roll compilation and 
you’ll be contributing to the lives of those 
struggling to heal from the impact of these 
devastating disasters.
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Artist: Paul Cresey
Title: Paul Cresey
Label: Blue Pie
Genre: Folk
UPC: 881034770530
Cat No: BPP4271
Distribution: Global

About this release:
Paul Cresey is a Canadian folk 
singer/songwriter who reveals his 
maturity through his music way beyond 
his years. On his self-titled album, he 
sings mellow tunes as he moves us with 
his soulfulness and thoughtful lyrics. 
Guitar plays a big role in most songs, 
which is what Paul has a gift for. A young 
and old audience alike can admire this 
artist. If this is what Paul is capable of at 
21, one wonders how much growth he 
can do by the time hits 30.
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